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9.00-9.30 Registration

9.30-10.20 Opening
- Alojzy Z. Nowak     Rector of the University of Warsaw
- H.E. Barkhasyn Dorj  Ambassador of Mongolia to Poland
- Piotr Taracha       Dean of the Faculty of Oriental Studies, University of Warsaw
- Dorjgochoogiin Odgerel Science and Technology Fund, Mongolia
- Agata Bareja-Starzyńska Head of Mongolian and Tibetan Studies Program,
  Department of Turkic Studies and Inner Asian Peoples,
  Faculty of Oriental Studies, University of Warsaw

10.20-11.50 First session
10.20-10.40    Isabelle Charleux
  Geser Khan, Chinggis Khan or Generic War Deities? On Thangkas Recently Published in Mongolia

10.40-11.00    Tatsuo Nakami
  Remarks on Toqtaqu Tayiji

11.00-11.20    Johannes Reckel
  Society of Mongolia During the Bronze Age in the Mirror of Bronze Age Rock Art

11.20-11.40    Ondrei Srba
  “The First Kazakh War” in the Altai Uriankhai Oral Tradition of the Bulgan River Basin

11.40 Discussion

11.50 – 12.00 Coffee break
12.00 – 13.10 Second session

12.00-12.20 Dalain Zayabaatar
   *The Asaraɣči neretü-yin teüke and Its Two Manuscripts*

12.20-12.40 Byambasurengiin Khishigsukh
   *The New Research, Achievements and Experiences of Mongolian Ancient and Classical Literature*

12.40-13.00 Purevsurengiin Delgerjargal
   *The System of Regional Governor in Great Mongolian State (Ikх Mongol Ulus)*

13.00-13.10 Discussion

13.10 – 14.00 Lunch

14.00 – 15.50 Third session

14.00-14.20 Namsrain Munkhtsetseg, Narangiin Amartuvshin, Batbuyangiin Zoljargal, Khuduugiin Gendenpil
   *Mongolian Lexicographic Resources in the Internet Era*

14.20-14.40 Joanna Dolińska
   *Automatic Speech Recognition and Mongolian Language*

14.40-15.00 Mehmet Ölmez
   *More Uyghur Words from Mongolian Texts*

15.00-15.20 Wuyunabuqi Tangud
   *Comparison of some words related to five main animals (tavan khoshuu mal) in Turkic and Mongolian*

15.20-15.40 Matthieu Chochoy
   *A Contribution to the Historiography of the Mongol Empire: the Origins of Genghis Khan in Early 18th-century French Texts*

15.40-15.50 Discussion

15.50-16.00 Coffee break
**16.00 – 17.50 Fourth session**

16.00-16.20 Alevtina Solovyeva  
*Cosmologies of Disaster and the War of Narratives: Contemporary Mongolian Social Landscape, Conspiracy Theories, Nationhood Debates*

16.20-16.40 Chunagiin Amartuvshin  
*Монголчуудын онго ба онголох ёстны талаарх цөөн хэдэн баримт*

16.40-17.00 Tamirjavyn Bilegsaikhan  
*“Good and bad darga” in Dariganga Memory*

17.00-17.20 Michael Schwarz  
*Principles of Semi-open Societies and Short-term vs. Long-term Processes in Modern Development of Mongolia*

17.20-17.40 Oyuna Tangad  
*Some Methodological Remarks on Posthumanist Theories and Its Implications on Mongolian Studies.*

17.40-17.50 Discussion

**18.30 – 20.00 Reception by the Embassy of the Republic of Mongolia**
October 17, 2023  
University of Warsaw,  
Krakowskie Przedmieście 26/28, Stary BUW (Old Library Building), room 308

9.00 - 11.10 First session

9.00   Minutes for the organizers

9.20-9.40   Davaagiin Taya  
*A Study of the Todo Manuscript Related to the Jangar Epic in the Legacy of Professor W. Kotwicz in Cracow*

9.40-10.00   Nadimicairen  
*Reconsideration of the So-Called 11th Canto of the Jangar Epic by Eeliyan Ovla*

10.00-10.20   Mirelihan Nadengmucairen  
*Statistical and Distribution Research on Bards of the Jangar Epic in Mongolia*

10.20-10.40   Amina  
*About the Tibetan Original Version of the Written in Oirat Script Sutra of Molon Toyin’s Descent into Hell*

10.40-11.00   Xiao Chun  
*Research on “Erdeni-yin Erike” Translated by Altangerel Ubasi*

11.00-11.10   Discussion

11.10-11.20 Coffee break

11.20 - 13.10 Second session

11.20-11.40   Ragchaagiin Byambaa  
Монгол лам нарын төвөг хэлээр бичсэн “Жүдрийн (brgyud rim)” буюу “Дамжлаага” болон VIII Богд гэгэн Агаанлуувсанчойжинчина (1869-1924)-гийн “Жүдрийн” буюу “Дамжлаага”

11.40-12.00   Manidkhuugiin Munkhbadrakh  
Bsdus grwa *Scriptures Written in Tibetan by the Mongols*

12.00-12.20   Krisztina Teleki  
*The Seventh Panchen Lama’s Ritual Texts to the Khangai Mountain*
12.20-12.40 Aruhan

Харчин чин ван Вандунамжлын намтар, бутээлийн судалгаа.
(Vandundnamjil’s Biography, Study Research)

12.40-13.00 Lkhagvasurengiin Enkhsaruul

Primary Source Changes in the Manchu Source Jun gar-i ba be necihiyeme tok-
tobuha bodogon-i bithe [Strategy Book for the Pacification of the Dzungarian
Territory]: A Letter Sent from the Dzungar Empire to the Eastern Mongolian
Princes in 1731

13.00-13.10 Discussion

13.10 – 14.00 Lunch

14.00 – 16.10 Third session

14.00-14.20 Batyn Och

Монгол Уламжлалт Анагаах ухааны ёс ээйн тогтолцооны өвөрөөдөг эсэн угийн утгын ижилсэл ба ондооошлын иргэмэн холбоо (өрт
эдүгээ өрөөдүү)

14.20-14.40 Urjin Baigalmaa

Үйсэн дээр бичсэн Монгол анагаах ухааны эртний нэгэн номны тухай

14.40-15.00 Hasi Gaowa

What Discourse Can Demonstrate the Literary Concept of Mongolian Literature
in the First Half of the 20th Century?

15.00-15.20 Rachel Mikos

Spatial and Visual Metaphors in Mongolian Proverbs: A Preliminary View

15.20-15.40 Natalia Greniewska

Generational differences in selected examples of Baatarsürengiin
Shüüdertsetseg’s work

15.40-16.00 Tsegmidii Solongod

Ganzai in Mongolian Museums

16.00-16.10 Discussion

16.10-16.20 Coffee break
16.20 – 18.50 Fourth session

16.20-16.40 Uyanga
*Notes On The Trilingual Manuscript From The Perspective Of Speech Act Theory*

16.40-17.00 Na Rigele
*Review of the Primary Sources of the “Shuryn Chimeg”*

17.00-17.20 Baigali
*On Manuscripts and Printed Versions of the “Bolor Toli”*

17.20-17.40 Ivan Peshkov
*Power of Unburied: Haunting, Spectrality and (Post) Soviet Border Imagination in Inner Asia*

17.40-18.00 Robert Dygas
*Multilateral Economic Ties of Mongolia with its Asian Trading Partners in period of 2011-2021*

18.00-18.20 Pau Szczap
*Street Names In Ulaanbaatar’s Ger Districts*

18.20-18.40 Vanchigiin Ganzorig
*Mongol, Mongolid, Mongolism*

18.40-18.50 Discussion

18.50 – Closing of the conference

19.00 – Film “TRIO”

19.30 - Dinner